
PRODUCTIVITY CHALLENGE
• Every business is challenged with doing more for

less.
• But as digital commerce accelerates, many

businesses are struggling to get systems talking
to each other effectively.

• Employees are getting frustrated with inefficient
processes and manual rework.

• Call Center staff are getting bombed with more
calls than ever – at a time where finding and
training good people is also harder than it has
ever been.

• Digital customer experience still stuck in
commerce engines and chatbots. The promise of
personalization has been difficult and it isn’t
yielding the conversion jumps expected.

• These are common problems and there has been
a lot of carefully planned investments in systems
to help improve performance. And they have
helped. Just not as much as expected.

INTELLIGENT JOURNEY ORCHESTRATION

THE MISSING LAST MILE
• We’ve been trying to solve dynamic

processes with static systems and
technology.

• The only way to solve a challenge that’s
changing moment-to-moment is to have
processes that can adapt based on real-
time information. Dynamically delivering
the data and the outcome to meet the
customer’s needs based on their current
context.

• MyWave was designed to help close the
‘last mile’. To help organizations leverage
existing investments to massively
improve productivity and customer
experience.

• To create dynamic guided journeys that
allow people to get things done in the
easiest, most intuitive, and efficient way
possible. To take the squiggles out of
getting from A to B.

• We call this Intelligent Journey
Orchestration.

WHAT’S GETTING IN THE WAY OF INNOVATION?



INTELLIGENT. MYWAVE makes all data actionable; accessing data from any source, learning new data as it goes,
and applying it to processes to make them easy and painless. If we should already know something about what
you’re likely to need, we’ll bring that to the front of the process. This intelligence also allows journeys to respect and
follow your defined business rules.

JOURNEY. MYWAVE guides employees and customers on their journey to get things done in the most efficient
and intuitive way possible – we take the Z out of A-to-B. We use conversational natural language during our
journeys because that’s how we communicate effectively in the real world – and with the appropriate level of
empathy.

ORCHESTRATION. MYWAVE’S AI brain recognizes multi-intent to dynamically shape a journey that meets all of the
customer’s needs. It also allows learning-based journeys to be dynamically re-shaped or escalated in real time
based on customer feedback and mood should they not be finding the outcome they need.

BOOSTING SALES CONVERSION. MYWAVE guides customers through
product selection and buying flows – making use of all data known, and
collecting the unknown, to make the journey easy and seamless.
Conversion rates have increased as much as 9X using MyWave.

CUSTOMER SERVICE & NPS GROWTH. The best customer service call
is the one that never needed to be made. MyWave maps common
customer questions and automates self-service journeys with easy-to-
follow natural language-based interactions to answer questions and serve
customers. Call volume diversion rates of up to 50% have been tracked.

GROWING PRODUCTIVITY. MyWave is used by internal audiences to
glue together disparate functions and silos into seamless journeys. A
business banking client took customer onboarding from 3 weeks to 3 days
and saved thousands of hours in productivity.

MAKING JOURNEYS FUN. MYWAVE design innovation to make getting
things done enjoyable. An AR-powered journey delivered over 50% of all
customer acquisitions for a broadband partner

INTELLIGENT JOURNEY ORCHESTRATION

Good people doing their best without design and automation.  The 
equivalent of trying top get to A to B via Z.  And then discovering you’ve also 
arrived at the wrong B.

Some workflow management and decision tree based customer assistance.  
But frequent dead-ends, circular frustration, and inevitable heavy manual 
intervention.

Natural language recognition and AI to support dynamic process 
management.  But lack of orchestrated data still means there are frequent 
stops, manual entries, and data entry error rework.

MYWAVE.AI & Intelligent Journey Orchestration.  Drawing data from any 
source, our ‘brain’ adds context, empathy, and real-time personalization to 
any journey.  We make getting things done easy, intuitive, and fun.  A to B in 
the straightest path possible.

EVOLUTION OF GETTING THINGS DONE


